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DDD #12
pronouns & passages- Identify 15 pronouns in the excerpt.

I stood petrified. What had happened to me? My 
father had just been struck in front of me, and I 
had not even blinked. I had watched an kept 
silent. Only yesterday, I would have dug my nails 
into this criminal’s flesh. Had I changed that 
much? So fast? Remorse began to gnaw at me. 
All I could think was: I shall never forgive them for 
this. My father must have guessed my thoughts 
because he whispered in my ear (Wiesel 39).
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pronouns & passages- Identify 15 pronouns in the excerpt

I stood petrified. What had happened to me? My
father had just been struck in front of me, and I
had not even blinked. I had watched and kept 
silent. Only yesterday, I would have dug my nails 
into this criminal’s flesh. Had I changed that 
much? So fast? Remorse began to gnaw at me. 
All I could think was: I shall never forgive them for 
this. My father must have guessed my thoughts 
because he whispered in my ear (Wiesel 39).



DDD #13
Copy & correct this summary from Chapter 3 of Night

in the barrocks the jews are striped and shaved 

disinfected with gasoline showered and dress in 

prison uniforms a nazi officer lectures and told 

them that they have two options hard work or the 

crematorium when eliezers father asks for the 

bathroom he is beaten by the kapo a head 

prisoner in charge of the other inmates eliezer is 

appauled at his own failure to defend his father



DDD #13
Copy & correct this summary from Chapter 3 of Night

In the barracks, the Jews are stripped and 
shaved, disinfected with gasoline, showered, and 
dressed in prison uniforms. A Nazi officer lectured
and told them that they have two options: hard 
work or the crematorium. When Eliezer’s father 
asks for the bathroom, he is beaten by the Kapo
(a head prisoner in charge of the other inmates) 
Eliezer is appalled at his own failure to defend his 
father.



DDD #14
Verbs & passages- identify the verbs & label as action or linking

We remained in Auschwitz for three weeks. We 

had nothing to do. We slept a lot. In the afternoon 

and at night. 

Our one goal was to avoid the transports, to stay 

here as long as possible. It wasn’t difficult; it was 

enough never to sign up as a skilled worked. The 

unskilled were kept until the end (Wiesel 44).



DDD #14
Verbs & passages- identify the verbs & label as action or linking

remained - linking

Had- action

Slept- action

Was- linking 

(to avoid) infinitive 

phrase

(to stay) infinitive phrase

wasn’t – linking (“not” is 

an adverb)

Was- linking 

(to sign up) infinitive 

phrase

were kept- action



DDD #15
Journal / quickwrite (respond to the prompt)

As we have explored identity and how it impacts 

individuals, I want you to consider a part of yours 

more deeply. Tell me what it means to be a 

teenager in America today. How would you 

describe the modern American teenager? What 

are the good and bad parts about being a 

teenager? What makes teenagers unique?


